Memory Match Game
Dog Edition
Fun facts about our 4 legged best friends!

Instructions
Print all four sheets (Page numbers 3-6)
Glue the printed sheet, print side up, on the back of the 16
square image grid.
Cut out each square, shuffle the squares, and turn each one face
down on the table.
Allow the youngest player to go first. On each turn, each player
turns 2 cards over. If the cards match, the player gets to keep the
pair.
Challenge your kids to see who can find the most pairs, while
learning fun facts about dogs.
For durability, print on card stock, and/or laminate the squares.

A dog can smell 10,000
times better than a human.

A dog sweats through glands in
its paw pads.

Every dog has a unique nose print. No two
nose prints are the same!

A puppy cannot see or hear for the first
2 weeks of its life.

Not all dogs bark.
The Basenji does not bark. It yodels!

Dogs can see in the dark, thanks to the
special membrane in their eyes.

Dogs have around 1,700 taste buds
while humans have about 10,000!

Adult dogs have 42 teeth.
(Humans have 32.)

A dog's whiskers can
detect vibrations in the air.

Dogs have 3 eyelids! The 3rd eyelid
is called the nictitating membrane.

A dog's ear has 18 muscles.

On average, a dog can understand
up to 250 words.

Dogs are not color blind! The colors they
see best are shades of blue and yellow.

Dogs cool themselves by panting!

Dogs sleep 10-14 hours in a day, while
puppies sleep 15-20 hours each day.

Most dogs can run 15-20 miles per hour.
(A Greyhound can run 43 miles per hour!)
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